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Sex Trafficking 
GWS 370, Fall 2012 

Prof. Donna M. Hughes, PhD 
Professor & Carlson Endowed Chair 
http://www.uri.edu/artsci/wms/hughes 
Contact me through Sakai email 

 
 

 
September 2, 2012 
 
This syllabus is your guide to the course. Almost everything you need to know about the readings, 
course requirements, discussion forum, tests and dates is in this document. Consult it frequently. 
Please read the syllabus carefully. You are responsible for knowing and following the syllabus. (In 
the event that I need to make adjustments to the syllabus during the semester, I will post a revision.) 
 

Course Description 
This hybrid (half face-to-face, half online) course focuses on the commercial sexual exploitation 
of women and girls and its impact on their rights and status in society. The contributing roles of 
male privilege, the media, and the state will be examined. It will review the historic and 
contemporary international anti-sex trafficking movements, and the debates about defining 
trafficking, the nature of prostitution, and approaches to controlling sexually transmitted diseases. 
Course materials include testimonies by survivors, biographies, theoretical essays, research 
findings, policy statements, expert testimonies, legislation, and videos.  

Students will access and participate in the course by attending class on Tuesdays from 12:30 – 
1:45 in Room 219 Washburn Hall, and participating online through Sakai. 
If you do not want to continue with this class, you must drop the course. If you do not 
complete the course, but are still on the roster when grades are to be posted, you will be given a 
failing (“F”) grade, not a “NW” (no work) grade.  It is your responsibility to drop the class. 
 

Required Texts 
1) Sold by Patricia McCormick (Hyperion, New York, 2006) 

2) The Idea of Prostitution by Sheila Jeffreys (Spinifex Press, Melbourne, Australia, 1997) (Order 
a used copy from an online book seller like Amazon.com or buy an electronic copy from Diesel 
eBooks  http://www.diesel-ebooks.com/ ) 

3) Josephine Butler by Jane Jordan (John Murray, London, 2001) The full text of this book is 
available on Sakai. 
4) Oral Sex is the New Goodnight Kiss (includes a CD), Sharlene Azam, 
http://www.thenewgoodnightkiss.com (Must be ordered from the web site) 

 

Accommodation for disabilities 

http://www.uri.edu/artsci/wms/hughes�
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Any students with documented disabilities are invited to consult with the instructor to arrange any 
accommodations (such as longer times on exams) to help insure their optimal performance in the 
course. 
 
Additional help: The Academic Enhancement Center 
The work in this course is complex and can be difficult.  It's a good idea to seek help at the Academic 
Enhancement Center (AEC) in Roosevelt Hall.  AEC tutors can answer questions, clarify concepts, 
check your understanding, and help you to study.  You can make an appointment or walk in anytime 
during office hours. For a schedule of when tutors are available, go to www.uri.edu/aec  call (401) 
874-2367, or stop by the fourth floor in Roosevelt Hall.  
 
Intellectual integrity 
All written work must be your original work. All sources used in written work should be cited 
according to recognized citation format (list of sources at end of paper; in-text parenthetical citations 
for all use of ideas and for all paraphrasing; quotations around direct quotes). Any written work that 
is taken from another source without proper citation or copied from another student will receive a 
failing grade, and in case of serious violation, the student may fail the course and be subject to 
disciplinary action, such as suspension. Consult any good English handbook or visit MLA on-line for 
proper citation format. Either MLA or APA citation is acceptable. 

Important! Internet and Browser Requirements. You must follow these user instructions or 
you may not be able to successfully complete assignments, including quizzes. 

All announcements and email will be sent to your URI account. No exceptions. You must configure 
your email so that you regularly receive email from this account. If you don’t know how to do that, 
contact the HELP Desk (874 –HELP). 

A high-speed internet connection is required to work with Sakai. Do not use a dial-up connection, 
and do not use AOL to connect to Sakai. Mozilla Firefox, which runs on all platforms (PC, Mac, and 
Unix/Linux) is the preferred browser for Sakai. Please be sure to update Firefox on your computer: 
Firefox is up to version 13 now. Be sure to keep your browser up to date: some Sakai display 
elements will not render properly on older versions of Firefox. The browser/web editor Sea Monkey 
is based on a copy of Firefox, and should also work correctly with Sakai. 

To use Sakai, please set your browser to permit pop-ups -- please contact the URI Helpdesk if you 
need assistance with browser set-up for Sakai.  

Word Processing Software 
You need to have professional word processing software. Do not use Microsoft Works. If you do not 
have Microsoft Word, you can download and use OpenOffice—a package of programs that is a free 
alternative to Microsoft Office. http://www.openoffice.org/  It is an excellent software package. 

 

Audio and Video Files 
There are audio podcasts for you to listen to and movies for you to watch. (There is information on 
where to obtain video and podcast players on the Sakai Gateway page under Podcasts and Media.) To 
reduce the size of the files, they are in flash movie (.flv), mp4, or .wmv formats. You may have plug-

http://www.uri.edu/aec�
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ins installed in your web browser that will enable you to view these movies, but you can download 
free stand alone software programs that will play them. 1) VLC Player 
(http://www.videolan.org/vlc/). 2) Free Quicktime 7 can be downloaded from 
http://www.apple.com/quicktime/download (There is a Windows version available). Quicktime will 
play MPEG-4 movies. You can also play them on your iPod. 3) Free RealPlayer can be downloaded 
from http://www.real.com/ RealPlayer will play the Flash (.flv) movies. 4) The podcasts are mpeg3 
files. They will play on your iPod or in Quicktime. You can also download a free Flash Video player 
called FLV Player (http://www.download.com/FLV-Player/3000-2139_4-10467081.html) 

Audio and video files are larger than text files. It is best if you have a high-speed Internet connection. 
If you do not, I suggest you go to a public location, such as a library or campus computer lab, 
download the files and take them home to play. You may need to save the files to your desktop or a 
folder you set up before they will play. (You can save them on a USB thumb drive.) URI does not 
have a streaming video server, so you must wait until the file downloads completely before it will 
begin playing.  

The files are reduced to the smallest size possible, so they will only be 2 or 3 inches on each side in 
the window. If you try to view them in a larger window, the image will pixelate and distort. If that 
happens, reduce the size of the window. 

 
Technical Problems with Sakai 
If you have trouble with Sakai, call the Computer Helpdesk (1-401-874-HELP). You must resolve 
your technical computer problems using assistance from the Helpdesk. I can’t provide technical 
assistance, so go directly to the Helpdesk when you have a problem. 

 

Pedagogy 
I have found that online discussions change the dynamics of the student-professor relationship. In the 
classroom, I direct attention to particular topics and ask students questions. I ask other students 
questions to generate a discussion. Online, I have a more passive, responsive role. Students become 
responsible for initiating discussion and asking questions. I respond after reading postings by 
students. Therefore, I encourage you to be active and take responsibility for starting discussions and 
asking questions. I read all the postings.  

I have also found that in contrast to the classroom where the flow of interaction is between the 
professor and each individual student, online, students interact more with each other. I become more 
of a moderator of the discussion, instead of the leader. Therefore, I encourage you to immediately 
begin getting to know one another and start discussing topics. I read every posting and if the 
discussion is going well, I don’t intervene. I may drop you a personal note by email to comment on 
your posting. 

 

Image of Yourself Required 
You must upload a digital image of yourself in which your face is clearly visible into your Profile in 
Sakai. Informal images are acceptable, including photos of you and your pet, but they should be 
appropriate for a classroom setting. (For example, do not upload pictures of you and your 
boyfriend/girlfriend or images in which you are not fully dressed.)  

 

http://www.videolan.org/vlc/�
http://www.apple.com/quicktime/download�
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Discussion Requirements 
Each week, you are required to participate in an online discussion about the readings and videos. 
This is a discussion, in which you respond to previous class members (or me) and add additional 
information or thoughts about the topic. A discussion is not a short answer quiz. You have not 
adequately participated in the discussion if you briefly give an answer to the topic question. 

Each week, post at least three thoughtful comments about the readings, podcasts, and videos. 
Multiple comments and messages are encouraged. Include personal experience when it is 
relevant. 

You may post an original comment about the readings, podcasts or videos. Open a topic in the 
discussion forum. Give it a descriptive title (Not "Week 2"). Comments should be at least 200 to 
300 words in length. Your writings should further reflect the theme of the week’s readings, 
podcasts and videos. Or you may respond to another student’s comment or a comment from the 
professor. Posts should be descriptive (repeat relevant information or use the “quote” feature to 
include text from the first message). Don’t just say “I agree.” Be specific. Repeat names, authors, 
etc, so we can read the message independently of the first. (In other words, don’t make me/us go 
back and reread the first post to figure out what or who you are referring to. Remember, you may 
have just read the first post and remember everything it says, but other students or I may read the 
first post on one day, then read your response two days later.)  

You are encouraged to write more comments. Three comments are just the minimum number. 
Vigorous discussion is encouraged. You may post multiple messages and conduct an informal 
discussion about the readings and relevant current events. 

When the discussion period is over and discussion has ended (I will leave it open as long as there 
is active discussion), that week’s topic will be closed and you will not be able to post comments. 
In other words, do the assignment within the required period or lose the opportunity (and credit) 
to do it. 

To successfully participate in the discussions, you should:  

• Check into Sakai frequently 
• Read all the posts. 
• Write informative subject headers 
• Make sure your statements about readings, videos & podcasts or authors are accurate.  
• Engage with other participants in the course. Don’t wait for me to reply to a question if 

you think you know the answer.  
• Ask other people questions about their posts 
• Use standard English spelling, grammar and sentence structure. Texting style or spelling 

is not acceptable. 
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Pointers for thinking and writing about the readings, videos, and podcasts 
Topic: What is the key question or topic the author is addressing?  

Purpose: What is the main purpose of the article, video or podcast? State as accurately as 
possible the author’s purpose for writing the article. 

Context: What is the context of the article, video, or podcast? Figure out the historical, ethical, 
political, cultural, environmental, and/or circumstantial settings or conditions that influence 
and complicate the consideration of the author’s topic or question. 

Tone: What is the tone of the article, video, or podcast? What is the author’s attitude? 

Information: What is the most important information in the article, video, or podcast? What are 
the most important facts, experiences, and data the author uses to support her/his conclusions? 

Inferences: What are the main inferences/conclusions in the article, video, or podcast? Identify 
the key conclusions the author comes to and presents in the article. 

Concepts: What are the key concept(s) we need to understand in the article, video, or podcast? 
What do you need to understand in order to understand the author’s line of reasoning? 

Point of View: What is the main point(s) of view presented in the article, video, or podcast?  

Assumptions: What is the main assumption(s) underlying the author’s thinking? What is the 
author taking for granted? 

Implications: If we accept the author’s line of reasoning, the implications are? If we reject the 
author’s line of reasoning, the implications are? What are the consequences of accepting or 
rejecting the author’s argument? 

Your response or opinion: How did the content of the reading, video, or podcast make you feel? 
Do you agree or disagree with the author? Why or why not?  

Personal experience: Have you had personal experiences that give you insight into the topic of 
the week? 

Compare, Contrast, and Integrate: Compare, contrast and integrate the facts, ideas, and points 
of view from the different readings, videos, and podcasts for the week. 

 

Evaluation of Discussion Posts 
You will receive 4 grades for your weekly discussion posts during the semester. Work will be 
evaluated based on content, thoughtfulness, insight and analysis, accuracy, length, grammar, spelling, 
and appropriateness of headings and formatting. 

 
30 points: Knowledge and understanding of the content. Accuracy of statements is important. 
30 points: Analysis and integration of ideas and information. 
30 points: Personal response and reflection. Include personal experience or observation, if 
relevant. 
10 points: Writing mechanics: Spelling, grammar, punctuation, subject headers and formatting 
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Tests 
There will be four tests during the semester. Tests will be given online through Sakai. The tests are 
open book (meaning you can refer to your notes and the readings while taking the test). You will 
have 90 minutes to take the test. There will be true/false statements, definitions, short answer and 
essay questions on the tests.  

The dates of the tests are included in the weekly class schedule below. The week a test is scheduled 
we will not meet face-to-face.  When you take the test, you will only be allowed to log-in once. You 
cannot leave the Sakai test area and go to another section of Sakai. To prepare for the tests, complete 
all reading assignments. I suggest you highlight important information and take notes. Before 
logging-in to take the test, assembly all the relevant books and reading materials. You can consult 
them and quote from them to complete the test. You will have time to look up details. To get a good 
grade on the test, detailed answered are expected. You will have time to look up details, but you 
won’t have time to find information if you have not done the readings and taken notes. 

 
Grades 

Tests: Four tests; each worth 100 points 
Discussion: Four discussion grades; each worth 100 points. Four different weeks will be selected 
for grading. I will not announce which week will be chosen for assessment.  

 

 
Links to U.S. Government and United Nations Web Sites on Human Trafficking  

Trafficking Resources, U.S. Department of Justice (http://www.usdoj.gov/trafficking.htm)  

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Campaign to Rescue and Restore Victims of Human 
Trafficking (http://www.acf.hhs.gov/trafficking/)  

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Assistance Under the Trafficking Victims Protection Act 
(http://www2.acf.hhs.gov/programs/orr/programs/astvict.htm)  

U.S. Department of State Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking (http://www.state.gov/g/tip/) I 
recommend that you look at the annual Trafficking in Persons Reports which detail sex and labor 
trafficking around the world and rank countries’ efforts to combat trafficking. These have been highly 
influential documents in the global fight against trafficking in persons. 

United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime: Trafficking in Human Beings 
(http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/trafficking_human_beings.html) 
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Weekly Readings and Assignments 
 

Week and Topic Goals, Readings, Resources, and Discussion Questions 
Week 1   
Sep 5-16 
Accounts of Sex 
Trafficking  
 

Goals: Logon to Sakai; Familiarize yourself with the layout and components 
of Sakai; Send me an email from within the Sakai system; Post a photo of 
yourself in the Discussion Forum. Use the discussion board to send a 
message introducing yourself to the rest of the class. Familiarize yourself 
with the syllabus. Read several accounts of sex trafficking in and into the 
U.S. If you have time watch the optional documentary film about sex 
trafficking from eastern Europe. 

Readings and Video:  

“Enslaved in America,” Tina Frundt 

Watch Frontline documentary: Sex Slaves 
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=456480507747515257#  

What country are the victims in this film from? What country are they 
trafficked to? What methods do the traffickers use?  

“sex slave/flesh trade POV,” kyan chuong 

 “Reina’s Story: A Mexican Girl Forced into Prostitution,” San Diego 
Reader 

Additional Optional Reading or Viewing: 
 “Surviving Sexual Slavery: Women in Search of Freedom,” Christine 

Grussendorf 

“Survivors’ Manifesto” 

Discussion:  
What is your first impression of the criminal activity called “sex trafficking”? 
Where does sex trafficking occur? 

Why is sex trafficking called “modern day slavery”? 

In these accounts, how were victims recruited by traffickers? How were 
victims controlled? Were the victims harmed? What is a sending country? 
What is a destination country? What makes women and girls vulnerable to 
sex trafficking?  

“Reina’s Story” describes how one girl was trafficked into prostitution from 
Mexico to the United States. It will introduce you to the tactics that 
traffickers use and what happens to victims. It also describes the difficulties 
that police face in trying to catch the traffickers. As you read, put yourself 
in Reina’s place. What would it have been like to have hopes and dreams of 
a new life in the U.S.? How are her hopes manipulated?  The key to making 
money through trafficking is controlling the victims. What are some of the 
things he does?  What is La Porfa’s role? How does La Porfa start getting 

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=456480507747515257�
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Reina ready to be introduced into prostitution? How does previous abuse 
make Reina vulnerable to what is done to her? How does it undermine her 
ability to resist? What is the role of pornography in the prostitution 
described? How does Reina’s attitude change over time? What does she 
hope for? What was Nick Castro’s job? What is a “culture of 
denunciation”? How was the prostitution ring organized? Where did they 
operate? What kind of things did the pimps tell the women and girls to tell 
the police? Who does that protect? How did the police find Reina? Why is 
it difficult for the police to get the women and girls to cooperate? How does 
the counselor help Reina? 

Focused Discussion: What do victims of trafficking say about their 
experiences? 

Focused Discussion: How does the trafficker set Reina up to make sure he has 
more power over her after he gets her to the U.S.? 

 

Week 2  
Sep 17-23 
Facts about 
Prostitution & Sex 
Trafficking 
 

Goals: Familiarize yourself with the facts, terms, and legal definitions used by 
experts when discussing prostitution and human and sex trafficking. For the 
rest of the course, you will be expected to use the correct terms and know 
the legal differences between prostitution and sex trafficking and whether a 
particular situation meets the definition of sex trafficking. 

Readings:  

“Statement on Language,” Ambassador John Miller 

Just the Facts about Sex Trafficking 

The Facts about Child Sex Tourism 

Fact Sheet on Prostitution 

Race and Domestic Trafficking 

Terms and Definitions  

“Prostitution & Sex Trafficking,” Powerpoint lecture 

“Distinctions Between Human Smuggling and Human Trafficking”  

Discussion: What is human trafficking? What is the legal definition of sex 
trafficking? How does it differ from prostitution? Does sex trafficking occur in 
the U.S.? In Rhode Island? What is “sex tourism”? How is trafficking different 
than smuggling? 
 

Focused Discussion: Prostitution and sex trafficking: Differences and 
similarities 

Focused Discussion: Sex tourism 

Week 3 
Sep 24-30 

Goals: Learn about the control and financial exploitation of victims, 
particularly in the U.S.  
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Control & Exploitation 
of Victims 
Test 1, Sep 24-25 

Readings:  

“Introduction to Sex Trafficking,” Powerpoint lecture 

“Men Create the Demand, Women Are the Supply,” Donna M. Hughes 

Link Between Prostitution and Sex Trafficking, U.S. State Department 

“How Prostitution Works,” Joe Parker 

“Between the Hammer and the Anvil,” Joe Parker 

“Rules to Pimp,” An actual list of rules given to a victim 

Tattoos and Control of Victims, Donna M. Hughes 

“How Much Is a Woman or Child Worth to a Sex Trafficker,” Polaris Project 

Discussion: 
Discuss the factors that contribute to prostitution and sex trafficking. How do 

perpetrators exert control over their victims? How much money is involved 
in the exploitation of victims? Is there a link between prostitution and sex 
trafficking?  

Focused Discussion: Control of victims 

Focused Discussion: Exploitation means making money 

Additional Optional Reading/Resources:  

“The Natasha Trade: Transnational Sex Trafficking” Donna M. Hughes 

 “Best Practices Addressing the Demand for Sex Trafficking,” Donna M. 
Hughes 

 

Week 4   
Oct 1-7 
Sex Trafficking in Asia  
 

Goals: Learn about the trafficking on girls in Asia (Nepal & India) 

Readings:  

Sold, Patricia McCormick 

Discussion:  
Discussion of Sold: Where is Lakshmi from? How is Lakshmi trafficked 
into prostitution? Where is she trafficked to? How does poverty affect her 
family? What role does her family play? How is she “subdued” in the 
brothel? How does the brothel owner profit from her? What roles do the 
other women/girls play in the brothel? How are they controlled?  

Focused Discussion: What role does Lakshmi’s family play in her 
victimization? 

Focused Discussion: Roles of other women and girls in brothels 

Additional Readings/Resources:  

“The Role of Marriage Agencies in Sexual Exploitation and Trafficking of 
Women from the Former Soviet Union," Donna M. Hughes 
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(http://www.uri.edu/artsci/wms/hughes/marriage_agencies_fsu.pdf ) 

Week 5 
Oct 8-14 
Sex Trafficking in Asia 
 

Goals: Learn about the trafficking on girls in Asia (Cambodia) 

Readings:  

 “From Duty to Despair: Brothel Prostitution in Cambodia,” Wendy Freed 

“Welcome to the Rape Camp: Sexual Exploitation and the Internet in 
Cambodia,” Donna M. Hughes 

Discussion:  
Discussion of “From Duty to Despair”: How are young girls 
developmentally and psychologically stunted when they are trafficked? 

Discussion of “Welcome to the Rape Camp”: In what ways are victims 
further harmed as a result of new technologies? How does the use of new 
technologies change the dynamics of trafficking we have seen in other 
readings, i.e. the recruitment of victims in one country and the exploitation 
of them in another country? What is the connection between pornography 
and prostitution?  

Focused Discussion: Psychological and developmental impact of trauma 

Focused Discussion: How do new technologies, such as the Internet, give 
men increased access to victims? 

 

Week 6 
Oct 15-21 
Domestic Sex 
Trafficking in Canada 
 

Goals: Learn about the domestic sex trafficking of girls in Canada. 

Readings:  

Oral Sex Is the New Goodnight Kiss, Sharlene Azam 
Watch the video Oral Sex Is the New Goodnight Kiss 
Short Videos: The View Interview, Breakfast TV, “Finding Girls for Us,” 

“High School Prostitution,” “Getting Caught,” “Recruiter,” “9 Years Old,” 
and “Probably 10 for 10”  

Discussion: 
What factors contribute to teen girls entering prostitution? What role do other 

teen girls sometimes play? (On page 40, Azam makes reference to Pickton; 
here is a Wikipedia page about Robert Pickton 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Pickton  On page 45, Azam makes a 
reference to Karla Homolka 
http://www.trutv.com/library/crime/serial_killers/notorious/bernardo/index_
1.html ) 

Focused Discussion: How does a sexualized culture contribute to the sexual 
exploitation and trafficking of girls? 

Week 7 
Oct 22-28 

Goals: Learn about the domestic sex trafficking of women and girls in the 
United States. 

http://www.uri.edu/artsci/wms/hughes/marriage_agencies_fsu.pdf�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Pickton�
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Domestic Sex 
Trafficking in United 
States 
 

Readings:  

Domestic Minor Sex Trafficking, PowerPoint 

BDSM: A Case of Human Trafficking 

Sex Trafficking of Women for the Production of Pornography 

Victory Against Pimp Culture 

 Discussion: 
How are American girls recruited and exploited by pimps. Is a pimp a sex 

trafficker? How does media culture promote pimps and sex trafficking? 
What is BDSM? How can it be a form of slavery and trafficking? Are 
women in commercial pornography victims of sex trafficking? How are 
they controlled? 

Focused Discussion: Discuss the BDSM subculture and human trafficking 

Focused Discussion: Connection between pornography and sex trafficking 

 

For the next several weeks, we are going to jump back in time to the 19th century and look at prostitution 
and sex trafficking at that time. We will read the biography of a feminist who fought to protect women 
from prostitution and what become known as the “white slave trade.” 

Week 8  
Oct 29-Nov 4 
19th Century Feminist 
Anti-Sexual 
Exploitation Movement 

 

Goals: Learn about the 19th century efforts to combat state regulation of 
prostitution and the “abolitionist” movement against the “white slave trade” 
by reading the biography of Josephine Butler. Read an overview that 
describes the Contagious Diseases Acts and the work of Josephine Butler. 
Read about the early, formative years of Butler’s life.  

Readings:  

“The Contagious Diseases Acts,” Wendy McElroy (An overview of the issues 
and accomplishments of Josephine Butler) 

Josephine Butler: Introduction, Chap 1, 3, 4 (Chap 2 optional) 

Discussion of Contagious Diseases Acts: What were the Contagious 
Diseases Acts (note the plural, there were three of them)? Remember that 
there were no antibiotics in the 1800s (they weren’t discovered until the 
1940s) to treat STDs. What is Germ Theory? Also, the organisms that 
caused diseases were not yet discovered. Consider the medical instruments 
that were used at the time (think Civil War) and what medical professionals, 
as they were at that time, knew about examinations. The women were 
examined and confined for treatment. What about the men? What powers 
did the Contagious Diseases Acts give the police?  How did so many 
women and girls end up in prostitution? How did feminists shift the debate 
from disease prevention to the rights of women? Butler and her colleagues 
had the support of the working class in England. Why? How did Josephine 
Butler spark a movement? 

Focused Discussion: Describe the impact of the Contagious Disease Acts on 
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women 

Discussion of Josephine Butler:  
Introduction: Note the high praise that Josephine Butler received from her 

peers. She is credited with changing the course of history. And, yet as 
noted, she was quickly forgotten. Why do you think that happened? Do you 
think it had to do with the nature of her work on prostitution? Note the 
similarities between the feminist ideas of today and then about women’s 
rights over their own bodies and men’s entitlement to use women’s bodies. 
What was the sexual double standard? Prostitution was an “unmentionable” 
subject among respectable women in the 19th century. How is it perceived 
today? Jane Jordan points out that Josephine Butler’s feminism and politics 
were driven by her Christian faith. In fact, many early feminists and early 
women reformer said that religious faith inspired, guided and strengthened 
their work. This connection between religious faith and feminist politics is 
often minimized today. Why do you think this is done?  

Chapter 1 Early Life and Influences: Note Josephine Butler’s family 
commitment to oppose injustice and support the education of girls and their 
intellectual pursuits. What are her familial connections to abolition politics?  

Chapter 2 Courtship and Marriage: Josephine Butler took up controversial 
work and her husband’s support was crucial. Most men of the time would 
not permit their wives to do such work. What are George Butler’s attitudes 
toward personal growth and marriage?  

Chapter 3 Oxford: This chapter describes a clash between Josephine Butler’s 
accustomed place as an intellectual equal to being seen as an intellectual 
inferior to the men of Oxford. Note her account of women being considered 
to be incapable of intellectual engagement with religion and faith. Why 
were Victorian women supposed to ignore knowledge of “a certain class of 
evil,” even though it had the effect of “murderous cruelty on other 
women”? Josephine Butler refers to “the great wall of prejudice.” What is 
she referring to? Note the description of Butler’s frail, physical state, 
anxiety, and depression. This will be a continuous problem throughout 
Josephine Butler’s life. We might consider the impact on her well being of 
what she saw compared to what she was supposed to see as a middle-class 
lady.  

Chapter 4 Eva: The death of Josephine Butler’s daughter, Eva, is the trauma 
of her life. The event is so traumatic that the memory became so implanted 
in her mind that she relives it every morning when she awakes for the rest 
of her life. Yet, only later in life does she talk about it. Considering what we 
know today about trauma and post-traumatic stress disorder, what insight 
does that give us into Josephine Butler’s later problems? After the death of 
Eva, Josephine Butler reaches out to those who suffer. She notices “the pain 
of women who are driven as sheep to slaughter into the slave market of 
London.” 

Focused Discussion: Discuss what is considered an appropriate life for a 
woman in the mid-19th century and Josephine Butler’s decision to help 
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women in prostitution. 

Additional Readings/Resources:  

“The Double Standard of Morality,” Josephine Butler, 1886, 
(http://www.attackingthedevil.co.uk/miscellanea/morality.php ) 

Week 9 
Nov 5-11 
19th Century Social and 
Political Campaigns 
Against Sexual 
Exploitation 

Test 2 Nov 5-6 

Goals: Learn about the 19th century efforts to combat state regulation of 
prostitution and the “abolitionist” movement against the “white slave trade” 
by reading the biography of Josephine Butler. Learn about Butler’s 
motivation for getting involved in a controversial social issue and how she 
learns about politics. 

Readings:  

Josephine Butler: Introduction, Chap 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10 

Discussion of Josephine Butler:  
Chapter 5 The House of Rest: Josephine Butler goes out into the world to 

find “some pain keener than my own.” She has an empathy with those who 
suffer and needs to be in the company of those who suffer. This reminds me 
of how many survivors of different types of abuse turn to social work or 
psychology as a way of helping others who have suffered as they have. 
Note that Josephine Butler’s search took her to a place where women were 
judged as hopeless, lost and had no hope of reclamation. They were viewed 
as hopeless criminals. What does Josephine Butler say is the connection 
between the deaths of children in her family and the prostituted women and 
girls in London? As Josephine Butler filled her house with poor, sick and 
dying prostitutes, what was she risking socially?  How did she address what 
was viewed as the “sinful” behavior of the women? Describe Josephine 
Butler’s approach to helping women. How did Josephine Butler’s House of 
Rest differ from the religious institutions approach to helping women in 
prostitution? Describe Josephine Butler’s move from the personal to 
political.  

Chapter 6 Wasted Lives: Describe Josephine Butler’s involvement in the 
North of England Council. What was the goal? What was the impact on her 
growing political activities? How does she learn to do political battle? 
Butler has a conflict with another feminist, Emily Davies. This is a classic 
conflict between radicals and those who want moderate change. Note the 
schemes that were used to keep women from having personal contact with 
male lecturers. Also, note that women did not speak in public at this time. 
How do the ideas of Josephine Butler in Women’s Work and Women’s 
Culture compare to John Stuart Mill’s The Subjugation of Women? Note 
that at this time, Josephine Butler expands her data collection and network 
to Europe.  

Chapter 7 The Contagious Diseases Acts: Note the meetings that Josephine 
Butler had to strategize on how to oppose the regulation of prostitution? 
What action did they take? Note the details of the CDAs. How did each new 
one expand on the powers given to police? What did the acts empower 
police to do? Why did the activists oppose the regulation of prostitution? 

http://www.attackingthedevil.co.uk/miscellanea/morality.php�
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Later, when we move to reading about contemporary debates, it will be 
important to be able to make comparisons. Which groups supported the 
CDAs? Did doctors support the CDAs? Why? Why did Josephine Butler 
form the Ladies’ National Association (LNA) for the Repeal of the CDAs? 
Note Josephine Butler’s worry about social ostracism. What was her 
husband George’s reaction? In 1869, Josephine Butler, along with 114 other 
women, wrote a letter that later became a petition signed by 2000 women. 
“The Ladies Appeal and Protest” was submitted to the British Parliament. 
What was the content of the protest? Why was Josephine Butler speaking in 
public controversial? Again, what was George’s response? Note the details 
of the examinations that the women had to undergo. Explain the campaign 
strategy of the LNA to influence Parliament. Why is there an alliance 
between the government and brothel keepers? What is the significance of 
the Colchester election? 

 
Chapter 8 The Parliamentary Struggle: Why did the LNA oppose the 

formation of commission to study the CDAs? What did Josephine Butler 
emphasize in her testimony before the Commission? What topics did she 
refuse to talk about? Why? Note that in March 1872, Home Secretary 
Henry Austin Bruce introduced a bill that was represented as being a repeal 
bill. It did have some good provisions, which were? But, it effectively 
granted new powers to the police. This is an important counter tactic to 
understand, because it still happens today. Also, by including some good 
provisions, some people will compromise and support it, thereby creating 
divisions within the ranks of a movement. What was The Great Defection? 
Josephine Butler opposed legislation to shorten the number of hours that 
women worked. Considering that the work day was so long, why did she 
oppose it? Note the details of the campaigns around the elections? What 
tactics did they use? We are seeing the evolution of campaign strategy and 
organization.  

 
Chapter 9 Europe: At this time, Josephine Butler has acquired an expanded 

awareness of the problems of regulation of prostitution in Europe. She is 
networking with concerned individuals and groups in Europe. They 
expanded the vision of their movement beyond Great Britain and turned 
their movement into an international, anti-regulationist movement. How 
and why did doctors accuse the activists of being anti-science? Note that 
people sacrificed their careers for this cause. Note the details of how 
prostitution was regulated in France. What was the goal? How far did the 
registrations extend? Note the attitude toward prostitution, or vice as it is 
called: It is inevitable and irrepressible; therefore, it can only be regulated. 
In Paris, the number of cases of syphilis increased with regulation. How did 
they blame women for this? The men in Paris described the efficiency of 
licensed brothels. What did they say? Note the details of Josephine Butler’s 
trip to Italy and her meetings there with officials. What was their attitude 
towards women in prostitution? We see again the problem of ladies 
knowing too much about a subject they aren’t supposed to know very much 
about. Imagine the toll this is taking on Josephine Butler. She knows about 
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the horrors, but she can’t speak specifically about them. Use what we know 
today about trauma and not speaking about trauma to get some insight the 
emotional stress Josephine Butler must have been under and the state of her 
mental health. Josephine Butler is starting to speak about “white slavery.” 
What does this term mean? In 1875, the British, Continental and General 
Federation meeting was held. They agreed that the goal was “the abolition 
of female slavery and the elevation of public morality ‘among men.’ What 
were the principles?  

 
Chapter 10 Martyrs to the Cause: How was the suicide of Jane Percy used 

by the abolitionist campaign to raise awareness about the CDAs? What was 
“the conspiracy of silence” in the press? Note that Josephine Butler studied 
the history of the abolitionists of the slave trade to learn their strategies and 
tactics. Do you think that Josephine Butler’s many illnesses were 
psychosomatic? How much did the stress of the political work, particularly 
when she seemed to keep so much of the horrible details of what she knew 
to herself, contribute to her poor health? In 1877, the first International 
Congress of the Federation was held in Geneva, Switzerland. What type of 
sessions did Josephine Butler oppose? How did she counter them? How did 
Josephine Butler link her work to broader political issues of women’s rights 
and status in society?  
Focused Discussion: Discuss Josephine Butler’s growing political 
involvement. Discuss her activities and the impact it had on her. 

Focused Discussion: Discuss the regulation of prostitution  

 

Week 10  
Nov 12-18 
Campaign Against the 
Contagious Diseases 
Acts and the White 
Slave Trade 

 

 

Goals: Learn about the Contagious Diseases Acts, the state regulation of 
prostitution, and the campaign against them. Learn about the origin and 
spread of the international abolitionist movement against trafficking and the 
regulation of prostitution. 

Readings:  

Josephine Butler: Chap 11,12, 13, 14, 15, 16 & 17 

Discussion: 
 

Chapter 11 The White Slave Trade: Note that Butler held onto her 
knowledge of child prostitution and trafficking for five years! Why? How 
did she link the sexual exploitation of children to the state regulation of 
prostitution? Note Josephine Butler’s attention to men’s escalating desires. 
She is developing a critique of the demand for women and children for 
prostitution. What did Alfred Dyer and George Gillet do to investigate child 
prostitution? Note the detailed description of how trafficking worked. What 
is the significance of the Tanner Case?  By this time, Josephine Butler is 
well aware of the corruption and complicity of officials in the prostitution 
and trafficking of women and children. What does she do with this 
knowledge? Note that the Snagge Report takes care not to criticize the trade 
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of prostitution, but only to criticize when it breaks the law. (Note, still 
today, we have defenders of this attitude.) Note the provisions of the 
proposed Criminal Law Amendment bill that is passed by the House of 
Lords, but shelved in the House of Commons. 

Chapter 12 Winchester: At the beginning of this chapter, we see how the 
French tried to suppress information about the Police de Moeurs and 
regulation. What was the outcome of the “agitation” they created? What 
two campaigns consume Josephine Butler’s time? At this time, Josephine 
Butler devising new methods to influence the British Parliament? What are 
they? What type of religious intolerance does Josephine Butler encounter as 
she tries to organize different groups to work together? What rules or 
customs did Josephine Butler have to challenge in order that women could 
listen to Parliamentary debates? What does Josephine Butler mean when 
she says, “…if men were so bad as to enact such an outrage on women, they 
must endure to answer for their act face to face with us”? Note the 
testimony by Stanfield that the CDAs hadn’t eliminated venereal disease! 
What was the 1883 Resolution? It did not repeal the CDAs, so why was it 
significant? How did it “deprive” the brothel keepers of “their prey”? 
Immediately another bill was introduced that maintained the operation of 
the CDAs, if the women consented to the examinations. Consider how these 
debates and strategies parallel those of today. A lot of people that supported 
the repeal of the CDAs supported the Harrington bill, but Josephine Butler 
opposed it. Why?  

Chapter 13 Child Prostitution: In this chapter we see Josephine Butler’s 
work to expose child prostitution. Which organization does she work 
closely with? Who is Rebecca Jarrett? Josephine Butler liked the method of 
The Salvation Army because they used the principle of “sending class to 
class.” What does that mean? Note the details of child prostitution that 
Josephine Butler and The Salvation Army uncover. Note the corruption of 
the highest level of rule and government. How are the victims themselves 
blamed? In order to expose the problem of child prostitution, Josephine 
Butler joined forces with Thomas Stead, editor of the Pall Mall Gazette. 
How does this help and harm her campaign? He is linked to “the most 
negative incident of the movement.” Even today, the incident involving 
Stead is the most talked about story of the anti White Slave Trade 
campaign. Why do you think that is? Note that Josephine Butler is reluctant 
to reveal all she knows because she is afraid of not being believed. Think 
about the emotional stress this is putting her under to know so many 
horrible things, but having to weight whether or not to tell the public 
because it might damage her credibility and her ability to be effective. Here 
is we see the issue of credibility start to come up. As we will see, many 
tried to discount the work of Josephine Butler and her colleagues by saying 
they exaggerated the number of trafficked women and girls. In fact, to this 
day, many people still claim that the “white slave trade” was mainly 
hysteria. Also, today there are many who question whether there are really 
very many trafficked women and children. Why do you think this is? Why 
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was the Criminal Law Amendment Act that raised the age of consent for 
girls a victory for Josephine Butler? Note the rhetoric of the women 
connecting women’s rights to democracy. Who is Eliza Armstrong? What 
was the controversy? When were the CDAs repealed?  

Chapter 14 India – Slavery under the British Flag: Great Britain as a 
colonial power was powerful enough to influence the laws and policies of 
many nations around the world, particularly those under colonial rule. How 
does Great Britain use that power? At this time, Josephine Butler faces the 
problem of maintaining a movement after a major victory. Why does 
Josephine Butler see the need to internationalize the campaign against the 
regulation of prostitution? Note what is happening in India, China, Egypt. 
To get a report on India, the publisher Alfred Dyer and his wife went to 
India to conduct an investigation. What was the tone of their report? Note 
the incident in which some private government correspondence is 
intercepted. How does this help their campaign? To resist regulation of 
prostitution, they used arguments of cultural relativism? What is cultural 
relativism? How does it violate universal principles? Note the involvement 
of two American women from the World Women’s Christian Temperance 
Union. They did a report on Wisconsin lumber camps. What did they find? 
They also undertook what Josephine Butler called “one of the most difficult 
and even perilous missions ever undertaken in the course of our great 
crusade.” What did they do? What was the impact? 

Chapter 15 The Death of George: Note the tributes of George to Josephine 
and Josephine to George. Note the text of Butler’s speech to the Federation 
Congress that she advocates for the political equality of men and women 
and says that declarations on the rights of women are incomplete unless 
they include women. This comment precedes the contemporary slogan of 
“Women’s Rights Are Human Rights” by 100 years.  

Chapter 16 Geneva and Rome: No matter where Josephine Butler goes she 
finds cases of sexual exploitation. In Geneva, what was the Cougnard case? 
How did this case expose the weakness and loopholes in Swiss law? Not 
finished yet, Josephine Butler launches another campaign in Italy. What 
strategy did she adopt here? Note that she got the Pope to issue a statement 
supporting abolition. Josephine Butler has another portrait painted; what 
does it reveal? Josephine Butler says that the movement she led was not a 
“purity” or “morality” campaign? What did she mean? Note that within a 
few short years of abolishing the regulation of prostitution, there are 
renewed calls for it. Why is that?  

Chapter 17 Final Years: How did family resentments against Josephine 
Butler’s political work arise towards the end of her life?  

Focused Discussion: Discuss the campaigns to repeal the Contagious Disease 
Acts. 

Focused Discussion: Discuss the work of the international abolitionist 
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movement. 

Additional Readings/Resources:  

Josephine Butler Collection, University of Liverpool 
(http://sca.lib.liv.ac.uk/collections/butler/butler1.htm)  

“Some Thoughts on the Present Aspect of the Crusade Against the State 
Regulation of Vice,” Josephine Butler, 1874 
(http://www.indiana.edu/~letrs/vwwp/butler/thoughts.html)  

The W.T. Stead Resource Site (http://www.attackingthedevil.co.uk/ ) 

“Social Purity,” Josephine Butler, 1879, 
(http://www.indiana.edu/~letrs/vwwp/butler/social.html)  

“Truth Before Everything,” Josephine Butler, 1897, 
(http://www.indiana.edu/~letrs/vwwp/butler/truth.html )  

Personal Reminisces of a Great Crusade, Josephine Butler, Horace Marshall 
Publisher, 1898 (Butler’s personal account of her activism) 

 

In the last section of this course, we are going to learn about and discuss the continuing debates about 
prostitution and sex trafficking in the 20th and 21st centuries. Look for similarities and differences with 
historical debates and movements. 

Week 11   
Nov 19-25 
Campaigns Against Sex 
Trafficking in the 20th 
Century 

 

Test 3 Nov 19-20 

Goals: Learn about how the debates and campaigns against sex trafficking and 
prostitution evolved in the 20th century. 

Readings:  

The Idea of Prostitution  
Introduction 

Chap 1 “The Traffic in Women, Feminism & the League of Nations 

Chap  2 “The Revolt of the Johns” 

Chap 10 “Sexual Violence, Feminist Human Rights Theory & the Omission of 
Prostitution” 

 Chap 11 “Trafficking, Prostitution & Human Rights”  

Discussion:  

Chapter 1 The Traffic in Women, Feminism, and the League of 
Nations: What was the League of Nations? Note the debate about whether 
the “White Slave Trade” really existed. Do you think it really existed? Note 
the debate about defining this particular type of harm to women and girls. 
Why was it so controversial? What does Jeffreys say is the “distinctive 
feminist analysis of prostitution” for this time period? What were the 
differences between those who blamed men for prostitution and those who 
blamed women for prostitution?  

http://sca.lib.liv.ac.uk/collections/butler/butler1.htm�
http://www.indiana.edu/~letrs/vwwp/butler/thoughts.html�
http://www.attackingthedevil.co.uk/�
http://www.indiana.edu/~letrs/vwwp/butler/social.html�
http://www.indiana.edu/~letrs/vwwp/butler/truth.html�
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Chapter 2 The Revolt of the Johns: Prostitution and the Sexual 
Revolution: In the chapter we move to the mid-20th century and review 
different theories of sexuality and how prostitution relates to them. How did 
the sexologists view prostitution? How did they “construct” prostitution? 
Whose interests were served? How did ideology and different views of 
prostitution influence the writing of history about this topic? How was 
prostitution viewed during the sexual revolution?  

Chapter 10 Sexual Violence, Feminist Human Rights Theory, and the 
Omission of Prostitution: How was prostitution viewed in human rights 
theory? How have feminists challenged this view? Why was prostitution 
omitted from “women’s human rights”?  

Chapter 11 Trafficking, Prostitution and Human Rights: This chapter 
reviews the status of prostitution in human rights consideration through the 
1990s. What role has the United Nations 1949 Convention for the 
Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the Exploitation of the 
Prostitution of Others played? How have views of it changed over time? 
What is the “exploitation of the prostitution of others”? The proposed 
United Nations Convention Against Sexual Exploitation is no longer viable. 
It did not receive enough support to be considered.  

Focused Discussion: What does it mean that the “White Slave Trade” is now 
called a “moral panic”? 

Focused Discussion: Discuss the different “constructions” of prostitution. 

Additional Readings/Resources: 
“Principles and Guidelines on Human Rights and Human Trafficking,” United 

Nations High Commissioner on Human Rights 
(http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/instree/traffickingGuidelinesHCHR.html ) 

1949 “Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the 
Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others” 

Week 12  
Nov 26-Dec 2 
Debate on the Nature of 
Prostitution: Work or 
Violence?  

 

 

Goals: Learn about the debate about whether prostitution is work or a form of 
violence against women. This week we focus on arguments about the nature 
of prostitution.  

Readings:  

Debate: Is It Wrong to Pay for Sex? NPR (podcast, mp3 format, 22.8 MB) 

The Idea of Prostitution 
Chap 3 “Normalizing Prostitution: The Prostitutes’ Rights Movement” 

Chap 5 “Prostitution as “Choice” 

Chap 6 “Just a Job Like Any Other” 

Discussion:  
Discuss the different views and perspectives on prostitution. On what evidence 

http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/instree/traffickingGuidelinesHCHR.html�
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or from what philosophical perspective does each group base its position? 

Focused Discussion: Discuss the debate over the nature of prostitution. 

Additional Reading/Resources:  

“Survivors’ Manifesto” 

 

Week 13  
Dec 3-10 
U.S. Response to Sex 
Trafficking & Military 
Prostitution 

 
Test 4 Dec 3-4 

 

Goals: Learn about the U.S. response to sex trafficking, including new 
Department of Defense Policy 

Readings:  

“Trafficking in Persons National Security Policy Directive,” President Bush 

 “U.S. Military Prostitution in South Korea.” Tom Merriman’s 2002 
undercover investigation in South Korea exposed United States military 
police protecting American soldiers who patronized brothels where foreign 
women are held as sex slaves. The series of reports triggered a Department 
of Defense Inspector General investigation and a Korean National Police 
crackdown on human trafficking. The United States Forces Korea (USFK) 
Command adopted a comprehensive plan of reform and ordered 38,000 
American soldiers to be retrained on the issue of human sex trafficking. 

 “Joint Issue Forum with the House Committee on Armed Services: Enforcing 
U.S. Policies Against Trafficking in Persons: How Is the U.S. Military 
Doing?” Hearing Testimonies 

Obama Presidential Proclamation, 2010 

Discussion: The “Trafficking in Persons National Security Policy Directive” 
is a White House press release describing the Bush administration policy 
position on trafficking and prostitution. One of the crucial points is 
President Bush’s statement on the relationship between trafficking and 
prostitution. What does he say? What is his position on prostitution? How 
does the President Obama proclamation compare? 

Focused Discussion: Discuss the NSPD on human trafficking. 

Focused Discussion: Discuss military prostitution in South Korea and the new 
U.S. policy on prostitution. 

Resources:  

U.S. State Department Trafficking in Persons Reports 
(http://www.state.gov/g/tip/ ) 

 

 

http://www.state.gov/g/tip/�
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	Chapter 10 Martyrs to the Cause: How was the suicide of Jane Percy used by the abolitionist campaign to raise awareness about the CDAs? What was “the conspiracy of silence” in the press? Note that Josephine Butler studied the history of the abolitionists of the slave trade to learn their strategies and tactics. Do you think that Josephine Butler’s many illnesses were psychosomatic? How much did the stress of the political work, particularly when she seemed to keep so much of the horrible details of what she knew to herself, contribute to her poor health? In 1877, the first International Congress of the Federation was held in Geneva, Switzerland. What type of sessions did Josephine Butler oppose? How did she counter them? How did Josephine Butler link her work to broader political issues of women’s rights and status in society? 
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	Chapter 15 The Death of George: Note the tributes of George to Josephine and Josephine to George. Note the text of Butler’s speech to the Federation Congress that she advocates for the political equality of men and women and says that declarations on the rights of women are incomplete unless they include women. This comment precedes the contemporary slogan of “Women’s Rights Are Human Rights” by 100 years. 
	Chapter 16 Geneva and Rome: No matter where Josephine Butler goes she finds cases of sexual exploitation. In Geneva, what was the Cougnard case? How did this case expose the weakness and loopholes in Swiss law? Not finished yet, Josephine Butler launches another campaign in Italy. What strategy did she adopt here? Note that she got the Pope to issue a statement supporting abolition. Josephine Butler has another portrait painted; what does it reveal? Josephine Butler says that the movement she led was not a “purity” or “morality” campaign? What did she mean? Note that within a few short years of abolishing the regulation of prostitution, there are renewed calls for it. Why is that? 
	Chapter 17 Final Years: How did family resentments against Josephine Butler’s political work arise towards the end of her life? 
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